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Casio aq-s810w manual

Casio Watch Line: CollectionModule number: 5208Manuel PDF: Watch 5208 Online → (without download, good for mobile); Download the English User's Guide in PDF: Keep your watch collection safe and alert! Amazon → the best watch boxes in LED light Light Light Light diode (LED) is used to illuminate the watch
face. Solar PowerA solar cell provides power for operation. The Earth time function Displays the current time in large cities and certain regions of the world. The stopwatch function - 1/100 s - the time, split time, and last time of 1 hour are measured with accuracy of 1/100 s. The clock can measure times up to 1 hour.2
hours - 5 s. - 100 minutes. This model is equipped with two independent countdown counters that emanating signals after a predetermined period of time has el passed. The clock has a maximum timing capacity of 100 minutes and can be set in daily 5-second loops.5-day alarmThe daily alarm reminds you of events that
repeat with an acoustic signal as soon as you set it. This model has 5 independent alarms for flexible reminders for important appointments. Button tones can be turned off to use the on/offMod button. This means that the clock can no longer be leaked when switching from one function to another. Preset alarm or
countdown timers remain active when button tones are disabled. The automatic calendar set to Date, Day, and Month One always displays the correct date.12/24 hour time retentionTimes can be displayed in a 12-hour or 24-hour format. The surface of the sphering glass Clock glass is domed. This provides a high level
of stability and resistance to the press. Acrylic GlassResin caseResin bandSensthetic rezorin is the ideal material for wrist straps thanks to its highly durable and flexible properties. BuckleBattery level indicator Shows the last battery level. Water resistance classification (10 bar)Perfect for swimming and snorkeling: the
watch is water resistant to up to 10 bar according to ISO 22810.Dimensions (H x W x D)52.2mm x 46.6mm x 13.8mmWeightapprox. 39.5 g Availability of models and/or arrays may vary depending on country or region. Except for technical changes and errors. Dimensions in shapes do not correspond to the original
dimensions. The colors may be slightly different from the original. Case / frame material: Reşin Reşin Tape Resins Glass Neobrit 100 meters water resistance LED light (LCD part only)Selectable lighting time (1.5 seconds or 3 seconds), afterglow Solar-energated Earth time 31 time zones (48 cities + coordinated
universal time), daylight saving on/off, Home city/World time city swap 1/100 second stopwatch Measurement capacity: 59'59.99'''Measurement modes: Time taken, split time 2 countdown timers Can be used during interval training that switches between two different tempos. Measuring unit: 1 secondInput range: 00'05
to 99'55 (1 minute and 5-second inns)Other: 1 to 10 daily alarms Hourly clock signal Battery power indicator Power Saver (screen gets blank to save power when clock is left in the dark) Fully automatic calendar (until 2099) 12/24 hour format Button working sound on/off Regular timekeepingAnalog: 2 hands (hours,
minutes (move hand every 20 seconds):Digital Clock minute, second, pm, month, day, 6 language day indicators per week (English, Portuguese, Spanish, French, German, Italian) Accuracy: ±30 seconds per month About. battery uptime:10 months rechargeable battery on rechargeable battery (normal time of use
without exposure to light after rechargeable battery)23 months rechargeable battery (uptime when stored in total darkness with full post-charge power saving function) Size : 52.2×46.6×13.8mm Total weight : 39.5g Using a Unique Self-Charge solar system, This sporty analog/digital combination model provides plenty of
functionality. Many features, including 48 city world clocks, 5 alarms, stopwatches and double countdown counters, make it a versatile stopwatch for almost any sporting meal. Black reşin band, black and white face solar digital analog watch. The product can also be safely used after proper cleaning. Remove the battery
with gloves and clean the battery compartment with a toothbrush and vinegar. After drying, new batteries can be installed in the device. Page 2 • All operations in this section are performed in Time-Holding Mode, which you can enter by pressing C (Page E-8). Use Time Retention Mode to set and display the current time
and date.• When setting the time, you can also configure settings for the 12/24-hour format.• You can loop the digital screen in the order shown below by pressing each key of D. Set a Digital Time and Date Be sure to select your Townhouse code before changing the current time and date settings. All Earth Time Mode
times are displayed in accordance with timekeeping mode settings. Therefore, if you do not Mode.To the appropriate Home City code before you set the current digital time and date in the Timekeeping system, the World Time Mode times will not be correct1. In Time-Retention Mode, press and hold A for about two
seconds until ADJ appears on the screen.• Your current Home City code flashes in the2. Press C to move the flash in the order shown below to select other settings.3. When the setting you want to change is flashing, use D and B to switch between Daylight Saving Time (ON) and Standard Time (OFF). 12 hours (12H)
and 24 hours (24H) time-keeping Switch between Printed D (east) and B (west). Change clock or minute Change the tones of the process, change the lighting time betweenLT1 (about 1.5 seconds) andLT3 (about 3 seconds). Change day of week languageENG: English PortugueseDEU: German ITA : Italian• See the
City Code Table at the back of this guide for a complete list of the available 4. Press A to exit the setting screen.• The day of the week is automatically displayed according to the date (year, month, and day) settings.12-hour and 24-hour time retention• In a 12-hour format, the P (PM) indicator appears to the left of the
clock digits in numbers up to 11:59 p.m. at noon.m. and no indicators appear until 11:59 a.m. in the midnight time range.m.• In 24-hour format, clocks are displayed in the range of 0:00-23:59, without• The 12-hour/24-hour time-keeping format you choose in Time-Keeping Mode is applied in all other modes. Daylight
Saving Time (DST)Daylight Saving Time (Daylight Saving Time) Time adjusts the Time Setting one hour further than Standard Time. Note that not all countries or even local regions use Daylight saving Time to change daylight saving Time (daylight saving time)1. In Time-Retention Mode, press and hold A for about two
seconds until ADJ appears• Your current Home City code will flash on the screen.2. Press c once to display the DST setting screen.3. Press D to switch between daylight saving time (ON is displayed) and Standard4. When the setting you want is selected, press A to exit the setting screen.• The DST indicator appears on
the screen to indicate that daylight saving time is the analog clock. The analog clock setting is automatically adjusted each time you change the digital clock.• The hands of the analog clock move to set the digital clock setting to a new setting when you change it• When you change the Main City code and/or DST setting•
If the analog clock does not match the digital clock for any reason, To match the analogue setting using the procedures described under (Page E-42) to adjust the main positions• When you need to adjust both digital and analog time settings, be sure to adjust the digital setting first.• Depending on how much hands need
to move to sync to the digital clock, it may take some time for them to stop moving. World Time Mode digitally displays the current time in 48 cities worldwide (31 time zone).• If the current time shown for a city is incorrect, check the Home City time settings and make them necessary• After pressing the C key to enter
Earth Time Mode, the World Time City code you are currently selecting appears on the digital screen for about two seconds. After that, the current time in that city appears.• All operations in this section are performed in World Time Mode, which you enter by pressing CTo to display the clock in another city, and when you
press D while in Earth Time Mode, the currently selected World Time Citycode appears on the digital screen for about two seconds. From now on, there will be a valid time in that city. Pressing D again when the Earth Time City code is displayed shifts to the next city code.• For full information about city codes, see the
City Code Table at the back of that code to switch the city code time between standard time and Daylight Saving Time. In World Time Mode, use D to display the city code (time zone) for which you want to change the Standard Time/Daylight Time Setting.2. When you view daylight saving time (DSTindicator displayed)
and Standard Time (DST indicator• A city code with Daylight Saving Time, the DST indicator appears on the screen• The DST/Standard Time setting affects only the city code displayed. Other city codes are not affected. You can use the following procedure to swap Home City and World Time City for changing Home
City and World Time City. This changes your Home City, Earth Hour City, and World Time City to your home city. This feature can come in handy when you travel frequently between two cities in different time zones. Home City and World Time City1 to trade. In Earth Time Mode, use D to select the World Time City you
want.2. Press and hold A and B until the clock beeps.• This step 1 will make the World Time City Home City of your choice and the clock and minute hands will cause you to move the current time in that city. At the same time, it will change the Home City of your choice before step 2.• After changing Home City and World
Time City, the time is 2. Page 3 The products can be safely used after proper cleaning. Remove the battery with gloves and clean the battery compartment with a toothbrush and vinegar. After drying, new batteries can be installed in the device. Device.
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